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PT TSI is a company engaged in the manufacture of various types of spare parts for motorcycles, cars 
and trucks. One of the spare 
type (Right Hand) which are in the Shaft Line. The production process has not gone well, there is idle 
time at several work stations, while in other work stations it continues to work i
uneven workload of operators. Ineffective placement of operators is characterized by unemployment at 
several work stations. To flatten the workload by allocating workload to the KajuHaikin method.
Number of requests based on make
1,000 units for RH type (Right Hand) and 1,000 units for LH (Left Hand) type. To flatten the workload 
by allocating workloads at the Shaft Line, the number of operators from 5 operators t
line efficiency level increased by 19.52%, the balance delay, idle time and operator values 
19.52%, 373.69 seconds and 1 operator decreased.
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

PT TSI is a company engaged in the manufacture of various 
types of spare parts and mechanical parts for motorcycles, cars 
and trucks. The production process that takes place at the
Shaft that produces Spare parts end rear axle housing has not 
gone well. The build-up of semi-finished goods at several work 
stations has resulted in the production target of the company not 
being reached. The build-up of semi-finished goods is cause
by the ineffective placement of the number of operators which 
is marked by the presence of excess time in some work stations, 
while in other work stations it is unemployed so that it will 
cause an imbalance of the operator's workload.
 

On the production floor, the biggest workload is usually 
burdened to the operator. This work load is in the form of the 
length of time the work must be completed by the operator to 
produce output or products based on consumer demand. The 
workload that is owned by each operator should be as large or 
even. 
 

In the production of spare part end rear axle housing in the PT 
TSI Shaft Line, re-workload allocation will be carried out. This 
workload allocation aims to balance workloads between 
operators so as to minimize waiting time
operator performance in the Shaft line. 
 

Theoretical Basis 
 

Production System 
 

The production system consists of two words, namely system 
and production. System (Indrajid, 2001) is "Collections of 
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ABSTRACT 

PT TSI is a company engaged in the manufacture of various types of spare parts for motorcycles, cars 
and trucks. One of the spare parts produced is the End Rear Axle Housing type LH (Left Hand) and RH 
type (Right Hand) which are in the Shaft Line. The production process has not gone well, there is idle 
time at several work stations, while in other work stations it continues to work i
uneven workload of operators. Ineffective placement of operators is characterized by unemployment at 
several work stations. To flatten the workload by allocating workload to the KajuHaikin method.
Number of requests based on make to order. PT TSI sets a production target of 2,000 units per month, 
1,000 units for RH type (Right Hand) and 1,000 units for LH (Left Hand) type. To flatten the workload 
by allocating workloads at the Shaft Line, the number of operators from 5 operators t
line efficiency level increased by 19.52%, the balance delay, idle time and operator values 
19.52%, 373.69 seconds and 1 operator decreased. 

PT TSI is a company engaged in the manufacture of various 
types of spare parts and mechanical parts for motorcycles, cars 
and trucks. The production process that takes place at the Line 
Shaft that produces Spare parts end rear axle housing has not 

finished goods at several work 
stations has resulted in the production target of the company not 

finished goods is caused 
by the ineffective placement of the number of operators which 
is marked by the presence of excess time in some work stations, 
while in other work stations it is unemployed so that it will 
cause an imbalance of the operator's workload. 

floor, the biggest workload is usually 
burdened to the operator. This work load is in the form of the 
length of time the work must be completed by the operator to 
produce output or products based on consumer demand. The 

tor should be as large or 

In the production of spare part end rear axle housing in the PT 
workload allocation will be carried out. This 

workload allocation aims to balance workloads between 
operators so as to minimize waiting time and maximize 

The production system consists of two words, namely system 
and production. System (Indrajid, 2001) is "Collections of 

components that have elements of the 
another". 
 

System (Assauri, 2008) is "A series of elements that are 
interrelated and dependent, and influence each other, which is a 
whole for the implementation of activities to achieve a certain 
goal". 
 

According to (Assauri, 2008) the notion of production in 
general is an activity or process that transforms input into 
output while according to (Partadireja, 1985) production is any 
activity that aims to increase or increase the use of an object or 
any activity intended to satisfy people others through exchange.
According to (Groover, 2001) Production system is "A 
collection of people, equipment, and procedures organized to 
complete manufacturing operations from companies or 
organizations", while according to (Nasution, 2003) pro
systems are "Collection of sub
of transforming production inputs into production output. "
 

 

Figure1 Production System Scheme

(Source: Gasperzs, 2004)
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PART END PRODUCTION LINE IN 
SHAFT LINE BY TO ALLOCATE WORK LOADS IN PT TSI 

PT TSI is a company engaged in the manufacture of various types of spare parts for motorcycles, cars 
parts produced is the End Rear Axle Housing type LH (Left Hand) and RH 

type (Right Hand) which are in the Shaft Line. The production process has not gone well, there is idle 
time at several work stations, while in other work stations it continues to work in full so that there is an 
uneven workload of operators. Ineffective placement of operators is characterized by unemployment at 
several work stations. To flatten the workload by allocating workload to the KajuHaikin method. 

to order. PT TSI sets a production target of 2,000 units per month, 
1,000 units for RH type (Right Hand) and 1,000 units for LH (Left Hand) type. To flatten the workload 
by allocating workloads at the Shaft Line, the number of operators from 5 operators to 4 operators. The 
line efficiency level increased by 19.52%, the balance delay, idle time and operator values decreased is 

components that have elements of the relationship between one 

System (Assauri, 2008) is "A series of elements that are 
interrelated and dependent, and influence each other, which is a 
whole for the implementation of activities to achieve a certain 

2008) the notion of production in 
general is an activity or process that transforms input into 
output while according to (Partadireja, 1985) production is any 
activity that aims to increase or increase the use of an object or 

fy people others through exchange. 
According to (Groover, 2001) Production system is "A 
collection of people, equipment, and procedures organized to 
complete manufacturing operations from companies or 
organizations", while according to (Nasution, 2003) production 
systems are "Collection of sub-systems interacting with the aim 
of transforming production inputs into production output. " 

 

Production System Scheme 
 

(Source: Gasperzs, 2004) 
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Production Process 
 

Process is a demand for change from an event of the 
development of something that is done continuously. So the 
definition of process is something that demands activities or 
actions taken to achieve predetermined goals through stages 
(Handayaningrat, 1981). 
 

Understanding of production from experts, production 
(Sugiarto, 2007) is "Activities that convert input into 
output".Another definition, production (Magfuri, 1987) is 
"Changing the production of goods that have utilities to meet 
human needs". Production (Sumiarti, 1987) is "All activities in 
creating or adding to the use of goods or services, where 
production activities are needed". So, production is an activity 
to make or add to the top of the object will be displayed to 
satisfy others through exchange. 
 

Workload 
 

Workload is one aspect that must be considered by every 
company, because workload is one that can increase work 
productivity of employees. According to (Haryono, 2004) 
Workload is "The number of activities that must be completed 
by a person or group of people during a certain period of time 
under normal conditions". According to (Irwandy, 2007) the 
workload is "The frequency of the average activity of each job 
in a certain period of time". 
 

The KajuHaikin Method 
 

Kajuhaikin (Toyota Motor Corporation, 2003) is "Average 
cycle time for each work process carried out by each operator 
where the operator handles work processes for several types or 
product variants". This haikin calculation is obtained by the 
following steps: 
 

1. Make observations of time to get cycle time / process 
on each element of work for each operator. 

2. Calculate cycle times for each element of work 
3. Look for the production volume of each product per 

period 
4. Total production 
5. Look for the percentage of haikin cards by comparing 

the number of products A with total production 
multiplied by 100%, as well as product B, and so on. 

 

Kaju haikin Type A 

 = 
��������	����	�	������

��������	���	����	������	�����
× 100% 

 

Percentage of kaju haikin and cycle times of each product: 
 

Kaju haikin =  (Cycle	time	type	1 × %	Kaju	haikin	type	1) +
(… ) + (Cycle	time	type	n	x	%	Kaju	haikin	type	n) 
 

Number of operators required: 
Number of operatorsrequired 

= 
�����	�����	����	��	����	������

����	����
  

 

Save percentage of operators: 
Save the number of operators 

= 1 −
����	���	������	��	���������

������	��	���������	������
× 100% 

 

Line Efficiency of the KajuHaikin Method 
Whether or not line balance can be measured by calculating the 
operator's time utilization on that line (Toyota Motor 
Corporation, 2003): 
 

1.Line Efficiency (LE) 

LE =
∑��

(∑��)(�/�)
× 100% 

2.Balance Delay (d) 
The ratio that shows the inefficiency on the line caused by the 
absence of time 

d =
(∑��)(�/�)�∑��

(∑��)(�/�)
× 100% 

Or 
d = 100% − line	ef�iciensi	(%) 
 

3.Idle Time (IT) 
Total unproductive time (idle) of each operator on the line. 
IT = (∑��)(�/�) − ∑�� 
 

Labor Needs 
 

For repairs by reducing the number of workers, Toyota 
eliminates wasted operations, reallocates operations, and 
reduces labor. Disposal of operations that are totally useless 
(waiting time) will immediately result in reallocation of 
operations between workers in the workplace and a partial 
reduction of labor. These three steps can be repeated several 
times before all possible improvements to the line are carried 
out. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Cycle to reduce the number of workers 
 

(Source: Monden, 2000) 
 

The Elimination of waiting times and reallocation of operations 
resulted in a decrease in the number of workers. For example, 
seven workers A to G, all work in the same place. Then a 
reduction in cycle time with the standard operating time of each 
worker and the waiting time for each cycle for each worker can 
be determined. 
 

To remove the waiting time, some operations carried out by 
workers must be transferred to worker A, some operations C 
workers are transferred to worker B, and so on until sufficient 
operations have been reallocated to eliminate the waiting time 
of workers A to E. At this point, G workers will be the same 
once deleted. Reallocation of the operation can be seen below in 
Figure 3-5 

 
 

Figure 3 Every Worker Has Waiting Time 
 

(Source: Monden, 2000) 
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Figure 4 Reallocation of Operations among Workers 
 

(Source: Monden, 2000) 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Misallocation of Operations 
 

(Source: Monden, 2000) 
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

Described the stages of problem solving in the research that 
must be done in completing the study. This methodology 
includes types and sources of data, methods of data collection 
and analysis techniques. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Average Cycle Time 
The number of observations of time for each work element is 30 
cycle times for each type. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The total working hours in January 2016 are based on the 
number of hours work shift 1. The number of working hours in 
January 2016 every day: 
 

Total Working Hours = Normal Working Hours + Overtime 
Working Hours 
= 9,480 minutes + 4,000 minutes  
= 13,480 minutes 
 

Takt Time 
 

Determination of takt time is useful to determine the speed of 
production in completing a part. Takt time calculation uses the 
number of working hours in January 2016 of 13.48 minutes, 

company efficiency of 90%, and data on production volume of 
2,000 units. 
 

Takt Time = 
������	��	�������/�����

����������	������/�����
×company efficiency 

= 
��.���	�������/�����

�.���	����/�����
× 90% 

= 6,228 minutes/unit ×	60 seconds/unit 
= 373,68 ≈  374 seconds/unit 
 

The division of workload of each operator in the initial 
conditions in Table 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The results of the comparison above shows that the total cycle 
time owned by operator 2 is longer than takt time. This means 
that operator 2 experiences excessive workload so that it is 
required to work harder to meet consumer demand. 
 

KajuHaikin 
 

KajuHaikin requires a production volume per month for each 
product that is processed at the Shaft Line 
 

End Rear Axle Housing (LH) Production Volume = 1,000 
units/month 
 

Production Volume of End Rear Axle Housing (RH) = 1,000 
units/month 
 

Total Production = 2,000 units/month 
Percentage of Kaju Haikin 
Percentage of Kaju Haikin/unit Product 

= 
����������	������/�����

�����	����������	������/�����
�100%		 

 

End Rear Axle Housing Product (LH)  

= 
�.���

�.���
× 100% 

 = 50% 
 

End Rear Axle Housing Product (RH) 

= 
�.���

�.���
× 100% 

= 50% 
 

Product percentage of End Rear Axle Housing for LH type is 
50% and for RH type 50%. Production time of End Rear Axle 
Housing for LH type for 734.53 seconds and RH type for 
724.65 seconds, overall Kaju Haikin cycle time is 1,459.18 
seconds. 
 

Line Efficiency Before Repair 
Line Efficiency (LE) 
Line efficiency shows the level of efficiency possessed by a 
production line. 
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Table 1 Average Cycle Time Calculation of the First Work 
Element on Workstation 1 (Roughing) End Rear Axle 

Housing for LH Type at Line of Shaft 
 

Measurement Time(seconds) 
WS 1- Roughing 

Sub Grup 
Mengambil part dari pallet material 

�� �� �� �� �� (��) 
1 3,32 4,80 4,31 4,82 4,28 4,31 
2 3,60 4,40 4,61 4,71 3,59 4,18 
3 4,31 4,64 4,34 3,56 4,94 4,36 
4 4,61 4,40 4,34 3,78 4,30 4,28 

 
4,83 3,96 4,25 3,56 3,74 4,07 

6 4,70 3,60 4,27 3,89 4,00 4,10 
Total Cycle Time 25,30 

Average 4,21 
 

Total Working Hours for January 2016 
 

Table 2 Comparison of KajuHaikin Time for Each 
Operator with Takt Time 

 

No. Operator Work Stasiun 
Cycle Time(second) Takt Time 

(second) Tipe LH Tipe RH 

1 Operator A 
Roughing 

246,06 246,60 373,68 
Milling Roughing 

2 
 

Operator B 

Milling Centering 

469,07 468,08 373,68 
Lathe 1a 
Lathe 1b 

IQT 

3 
 

Operator C 

Lathe 2 
344,01 343,95 373,68 Drilling 

Chamfering 

4 
 

Operator D 

Milling 

210,60 191,65 373,68 
Painting 
Lathe 3a 
Lathe 3b 

5 Operator E 
Grinding 

199,13 199,02 373,68 
Check Crack 
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LE = 
∑��

(∑��)(�/�)
× 100% 

 = 
�.���,��

(�)(���,��)
× 100% 

 = 
�.���,��

�.���,��
× 100% 

 = 78,10% 
 

Balance Delay (d) 
Balance delay is a ratio that shows line inefficiency caused by 
idle time:d = 100% − line	ef�iciensi	(%) 

= 100% − 78,10% = 21,90% 
 

Idle Time (IT) 
Total idle time for each operator on the line. 

IT = (∑MP)(T/T) − ∑KH 
 = {(5)(373,68) − 1.459,18} 
= 409,23 seconds 

the value of line efficiency, balance delay, and idle time after 
repairs are 78,10%, 21,90%, dan 409,23 seconds. 
 

Requirements for Number of Operators  
Need number of operators 

= 
�����	����	������	������	����

����	����
 

= 
(���,������,��)�������

���,��	�������
 

= 
�.���,��

���,��
= 3,90 ≈ 4 

The number of operators needed is 4 people. 
 

If compared with the conditions before repairs, there is a 
decrease in the number of operators from 5 people to 4 
operators, resulting in a saving percentage of the number of 
operators: 
 

Save the number of operators 

= 1 −
������	��	������	��������

������	��	��������	������
�100% 

= 1 −
�

�
× 100%= 20% 

 

Allocation of Operator Workload Before Repair 
The number of operators needs is 4 people. This number is 
different from the number of operators in the condition before 
repairs, namely 5 people. There is a change in the number of 
operators, so the operator's workload changes so that it is 
necessary to reallocate the workload. 
 

Waiting time by each operator before repairs in Table 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The value of efficiency of each operator before improvement in Table 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4.shows the efficiency value of the largest operator in the 
second operator is 125.40% while the smallest operator 
efficiency value on the fifth operator is 53.30%. 
 

KajuHaikin time with Takt Time 
The timing of the haikin process aims to determine the average 
cycle time carried out by each operator where each operator 
handles the work process for products that are produced in the 
Shaft Line namely part End Rear Axle Housing LH type and 
RH type. The production target set by the company is 2,000 
units per month with a RH type of 1,000 units and LH type of 
1,000 units. The time for haikin for LH type is 804.50 seconds 
while the haikin time for RH type is 794.70 seconds as a whole 
is 1,599.10 seconds. 
 

The longest haikin process time for type LH is located in 
process 4 (Lathe 1a) with the time of haikin for 225.97 seconds 
and the fastest time for haikin on process 11 (Painting) with a 
cycle time of 19.65 seconds, while the forward time is the 
longest for RH type in process 5 (Lathe 1 b) with the time of 
haikin for 224.23 seconds and the fastest time for haikin in 
process 9 (Chamfering) with the time of haikin for 37.40 
seconds. 
 

Comparison of the time of haikin with takt time in Figure 6. 
 

 
 

Figure 6 Comparison Chart of KajuHaikin Time with Takt Time 
 

Figure 7.shows the unevenness of one operator's workload with 
other operators, as indicated by the difference in time to 
complete work. The unevenness of this workload has the 
potential to be unfavorable to the company and reduce the level 
of productivity of the company because there are many waiting 
times because there are differences in the waiting time of 
operators there are operators who have no waiting time at all 
who have overloaded jobs. 
 

The number of operators needed is 4 people out of 5 people, 
then one operator will be eliminated. This is done because the 
operator has more skills and work experience than other 
operators at Line Shaft. 
 

 
 

Figure 8Table of Combination After Improvement Work Standards Lini Shaft 

Table 3 Waiting Times for Each Operator Before Repair 
 

No. Operator 

Cycle 
Time(second) 

Kaju 
Haikin 

(second) 

Takt 
Time 

(second) 

Waiting 
Time 

(second) 
Type 
LH 

Type 
RH 

1 Operator A 246,06 246,60 246,33 373,68 127,35 
2 Operator B 469,07 468,08 468,58 373,68 -95,00 
3 Operator C 344,01 343,95 343,98 373,68 29,70 
4 Operator D 210,60 191,65 201,13 373,68 172,56 
5 Operator E 199,13 199,02 199,08 373,68 175,00 
 

Table 4 Each Operator's Efficiency Value Before Repair 
 

No. Operator 
Cycle Time(second) Kaju 

Haikin 
(seconds) 

Takt 
Time 

(seconds) 

Efficiensi 
Operator 

(%) 
Type 
LH 

Type RH 

1 Operator A 246,10 246,60 246,33 373,68 66,00 
2 Operator B 469,10 468,10 468,58 373,68 125,40 
3 Operator C 344,01 344,00 344,00 373,70 92,10 
4 Operator D 210,60 191,65 201,13 374,70 53,82 
5 Operator E 199,13 199,02 199,08 373,68 53,30 
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Figure 8 shows that the workload of each operator appears to be 
evenly distributed. The operator has the longest waiting time is 
operator 4with a waiting time of 36.21 seconds, The operator 
has the fastest waiting time is the second operator, with a 
waiting time of 7.69 seconds. 
 

The level of utilization of operator performance can be seen 
from the value of operator efficiency. The value of each 
operator's efficiency after repairs can be seen below in Table 5. 
 

Table 5 Each Operator's Efficiency Value After Repair 
 

No. Operator 

Cycle Time 
(seconds) 

Kaju 
Haikin 

(seconds) 

Takt Time 
(seconds) 

Efisiensi 
Operator 

(%) 
LH 

Type 
RH 

Type 

1 Operator A 365,21 365,81 365,51 373,68 97,81 

2 Operator B 358,01 357,00 357,51 373,68 95,67 

3 Operator C 367,14 367,02 367,08 373,68 98,23 

4 Operator D 378,51 359,47 368,99 373,68 98,74 
 

Table 5. The biggest efficiency value of the operator is owned 
by the fourth operator which is equal to 98.74% while the 
smallest efficiency value is found in the second operator which 
is equal to 95.67%. 
 

Line Efficiency before and after repair 
 

Line Efficiency Value, Balance Delay, Idle Time, and Number 
of Operators 
 

Comparison of line efficiency values, balance delay, idle time, 
and number of operators needed before and after repairs can be 
seen in Table 6. 
 

Table 6 Comparation of Line Efficiency, Balance Delay, Idle 
Time, and Number of Operators Before and After Repair 
 

 

Line 
Efficiency 

(%) 

Balance 
Delay(%) 

Idle 
Time(seconds) 

∑ Man 
Power(man) 

Before 
Repair 

78,10 21,90 409,23 5 

After repair 97,62 2,38 35,54 4 
Difference 19,52 19,52 373,69 1 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Equitable workload by allocating workloads to reducing the 
number of operators by 1 person. Operator 1 has a workload of 
365.51 seconds; operator 2 has a workload of 357.51 seconds; 
operator 3 has a workload of 367.08 seconds; and operator 4 
has a workload of 368.99 seconds.  
 

The biggest workload is owned by operator 4is 368.99 seconds 
while the smallest workload is owned by operator 2is 357.51 
seconds with a workload difference of 11.48 seconds. The 
number of operators needed at the Shaft Line is 4.The increase 
in the value of line efficiency before repairs was 78.10%, after 
improvement of 97.62%, it showed an increase of 19.52%. 
Before improvement Balance delay value is 21.90%, idle time 
is 409.23seconds. This shows that the value of balance delay, 
idle time, and the number of operators has decreased are 
19.52%, 373.69 seconds, and 1 operator. 
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